


Analysis
Magical Moments. If you could do anything with 
your child, what would it be? Accomplished 
clinicians can create in the moment solutions 
to make that dream a reality.

BIG Fish in a SMALL pond. At OTR, the directors 
will know all the endless abilities of your 
child, celebrate your accomplishments and be 
dedicated to your program. Each OTR family is 
extremely special to us.  

Connecting the Dots. The Clinical Leads connect 
all the pieces. They advocate with you and keep 
FSCD up to date on your priorities. We strongly 
believe the coordination of your program 
requires the finesse of a clinician with vast 
knowledge and experience. 



Over the Rainbow Family-Centred Pediatric Services (OTR) is a Family Supports 
for Children with Disabilities (FSCD) approved service provider. We offer supports 
to children of all abilities from birth to 18 years of age in their home and 
community environments.

At OTR making Rainbows is our specialty
We are fascinated by rainbows and drawn to their promise of a brighter future.  
To us, they are a metaphor for hope and belief.

But there is much more to it then that. A colourful fact that you might not yet 
know is that although rainbows seem elusive and made by magic, scientifically 
speaking, creating them is really not that hard. You just need the courage to 
dream alongside our proven formula below. 

One Size DOES NOT Fit All. Only highly skilled 
clinicians could deconstruct evidenced-based 
approaches to create an exclusive program for 
your child. Just as no two people see exactly 
the same rainbow, no two programs at OTR will 
ever be the same.

Building Bridges. Helping your child develop 
strong emotional attachments with you and 
other important people is our ambition. We do 
not want to replace these natural relationships 
with paid relationships and therefore introduce 
aide supports very responsibly into your 
program.

Lead Architect. We never want to replace 
your natural authority as a parent. You are 
the expert of your child and we want to keep 
decision-making where it belongs – with you, 
the family.

No Boundaries. Clinicians from your team will 
share roles and cross discipline boundaries 
in considering each one of your goals. This 
teamwork is the strength of all our programs 
and OTR ensures you always have the team that 
you need.  

See It To Believe It. There will be times that 
you wish you had your team right beside you 
to share a moment good or bad. OTR has the 
capacity to capture these moments through 
secure user-friendly video uploads that are 
easily shared with your team.

Noteworthy Service. The majority of our 
referrals come from families and others that 
know and endorse our work. Our service plans 
have also been selected by FSCD as a best 
practice teaching tool for parents, caseworkers 
and other service providers.

Setting Big Dreams. We work with your family to 
set big dreams and find your path to the pot of 
gold at the end of your rainbow.



Our vision is a world 
where the “dreams that 
[families] dare to dream 

really do come true.”

Contact us today!
p 780.758.6988 
e info@otrainbow.ca

Visit our website
www.otrainbow.ca


